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TheCTEQ5 partondistributionsare deacribe& with emphasiscmthe changessinceCTEQ4. The mosteig-
nifkxmtchangeis in the quarkflavordependenceof the partondistributions.Ongoingstudiesof laqp+xperton
distributionssre&cussed. Lmninosity@&natesaregivenfix HERAinorderto improvethepresenttmcertaintiee
of the quarkdistributimmA discus&n of howto improvethe gluon tmcertsintg & the M& is presented.

L CTEQ6

The gluon distributionis typically the most d&
cussed of the proton’s parton distributions, but
thelast twoyeus haveseen renewed interest in
the flavor dependenceof the quark distributions.
This is due to new Tevatronasymmetrydata from
the DreU-Yanp~ and also snore precise ra-
tiO data ffom the NMC experiment. These new
data were in disagreementt with the older PDFs
(which were based on lowr statistics data fhn
the sameprocewes), hence anew analysiskheled
CTEQ5 [I] was rec@red.

The most dramatic change from earlier PDFs
is in the ratio c@i, due to the ilxed-target Dtell-
Yau aeymme@ data fiorn E866 (see ref. [1] for
detaiis). Figure 1 shows this 2&ti0 WOK+ and af-
ter this data was included. The new data prefkrs
a turnmer in the ratio at larger z, which cmdd
not ban been predicted earlier. This is a superb
example of how, m many casee, the uncm%ahty
in parton distributions is dominated by the aa-
sumpti.- tmd parameterizationsgoing into the
fitS, aud not by experimentaluncertainties.

The second most significant change since the
CTEQ4 analysis is in the d/u ratio. Fkom
0.1 < z < 0.3 the W charge asymmetry data
from CDF (see ref. [1] for details) has shown
a clear need for a larger ratio, and the NMC
deuteron/hydrogen ratio data shows this trend
continues up to z = 0.65, as shown in figure 2.
Aa discussedin the next section, possible nuclear
eikcts in the deuteron would increase this ratio
even further for z >0.3.
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Figure 1. The ratio @ii is shown for CTEQ4M
and CTEQ5M.

2. Large-X

Four years have past since the CDF collabora-
tion dairned an excessof high pt jets compared to
“conventional” parton distribution sets. At that
time the emphasiswas on the uncertainty m the
largex glum distribution. This uncertainty has
not decreasedin the last four years, in fact it has
perhaps increased with the latest analyses fiwm
CTEQ and MRS. This is demonstratedin fig. 3.
This plot shows ratios of gluon distributions, at
Q=5 GeV on top and at Q=1OOGeV on bottom.
The denominator is alwaysthe CTEQ4M partmn
distributions. The solid lines are the result of a
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The general expression for the resonant part of the transfer cross section (RTCS) taking
into account the influence of chemical binding was derived by Word and Trammell.3 It is
appropriate to display their result with a. modification, which consists of considering the explicit
dependence of the RTCS on the incident neutron energy:4

[I)d20~ u 17 E~ 1’2-—— — ~dTexp(-iET~dtexp[a(t)~dt’exp[a*(t’)] W(T,t,t’)
dQdE = 2n 2ki Ei _m o 0

W(T, t, t’) = (exp[-ikiF(T - t’)]exp[i~,7(T)]exp[-i~,7]exp~~iF(- t)]
,

(1)

witha(t) = –i(E, –Ei –d7/ 2)t.

In this expression the triangular brackets indicate that the thermal average over initial crystal

states must be calculated. In the last formula the following notation is introduced: ii and & -

initial and final state neutron wave vectors, Ei and Ef- neutron energies before and after

collision, E~ - level energy of compound nucleus; r - resonance’s total width; r. - the resonance

neutron width; 7 - displacement of the nucleus in the Heisenberg’s representation, v - factor
taking into account the spin dependence of the interaction (statistical factor). All these quantities
are given in the laboratory system. Here, and in the following discussion, I assumed the natural
unit system where fi = 1. The variables t and t’ are compound nucleus lifetimes, and T is the
crystal interaction time. It is also assumed that the nuclear interaction can be satisfactorily
described by single level Breit-Wigner’s formalism. In calculating the last formula, the incoherent
approximation is used. In this approximation the interference effects from different sites in a
crystal are neglected. This is a fair approximation in the resonance domain of heavy isotopes.

The quantity W is the correlation function, which is analogous to that of thermal-neutron
scattering. Jn this work I focus on the harmonic crystal model in describing the atomic
displacements. In this particular case, the Bloch theorem5 can be used to estimate the thermal
average in the function W. The result is:

(2)

It is hence seen that W is a product of three factors. The first exponential factor in the last
expression does not depend on times. This factor provides an attenuation of the resonant process
which is influenced by temperature and binding effects. The second factor depends only on t and
t’. These two describe the contribution of virtual phonons created (absorbed) at the beginning of
interaction and reabsorbed (remitted) at the end of the interaction. Finally, the variable T governs
the exchange of real phonons. The third factor is a coupling between the nuclear process and the
crystal dynamics.

This third factor introduces many difficulties to the numerical evaluation of the RTCS. In
practice reactor physicists are interested in cross sections of heavy isotopes, such as uranium and
plutonium. The low-lying resonances of these isotopes, which are of great importance in reactor
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applications, are not very large. Hence, the nuclear lifetimes t and t’ vary between very and
medium fast. In this situation it is convenient to make use of a truncated power series
representation of the correlation function W. I propose here to study the application of such an
approach to resonant neutron scattering.

II. UNCOUPLED PHONON APPROXIMATION (UPA)

Tramrne112 considered the domain of short collision times in developing a model for
elastic scattering of neutrons in a resonance. His method can be applied to inelastic scattering of
neutrons in a resonance. Under the condition analogous to that introduced by Tramrnell:

A+ R+i[r/2+2@6] >>co., A= E,–-Ei, (3)

the arguments of the first two exponential factors in W can be developed in power series about t,
t’=0. Under the same condition one can neglect the dependence of the ‘crossing’ third exponential

factor in (2) on t and t’. In the last expression I introduced the following notation: R =~i~~/2M -

Jrecoil energy of the nucleus, @= f (co)cocoth--&&o - average energy of thermal vibrations per
o c

degree of freedom, co~ - the characteristic frequency of atoms’ vibrations, and TC –

thermodynamic crystal temperature.

By neglecting the dependence of the ‘crossing’ factor on t and t’ we de-couple somewhat
the nuclear process from the crystal dynamics: that explains the term Uncoupled Phonon
Approximation. Now we can calculated the contribution to the transfer cross section from t and t’
separately. In terms of the function

z(y) = ~ ‘x;::’)dt ,
-Da

the final result is:

1/2

[)[1

d2aR 1) r~ 2 Ef
— =—— 7dTexp(-iET}(exp[- i&iV3)]exp[ti~(’V])x Gp, (4)
dEdQ 2X 2ki ~ ~

with
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A2+r214’

R<O

R=O

&z(=*)xz*(%=l “0
where & = ii - ~~. The preceding formula describes explicitly the Doppler effect, which relates to

the recoil of the nucleus R and the broadening of the resonance width through the quantity Z&.

The last formula gives the final expression for the RTCS for heavy nuclei in the resonance
domain. The expression for the interference term in the transfer cross section (ITCS) can be
obtained in the same manner.

S=.&[~~~.

((5)

~dTexp(-iET)(.xp[-iA@l)]eXp[iA@T)])Xc~,

with

~ {{ “11&’ &’s ‘ R<O

A
cJy= – R=O

A2+F2/4’

R>O

Combining the results for the RTCS and ITCS with Van Hove’s result for thermal
neutrons scattering we can perform a calculation of the transfer cross section of heavy nuclei in
the resonance domain.

Let me consider the domain of the validity of the UPA, which is given by the expression
(3). This condition must be investigated for each particular application. As an example, let me
consider the resonant scattering of neutrons from uranium 23*U nuclei bounded in its dioxide
Uoz.

The total width of the first resonance of 23*U at E,= 6.674 eV is rf2= 0.01225 eV. The

characteristic frequency of the uranium’s atoms vibrations in U02 is Om= 0.011 eV, and

@=0.027 eV for the thermodynamic crystal temperature TC=300K. First, if the total resonance
width is not large then in the case where the energy of the incident neutron is far enough from the
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peak of the resonance (lEr-Ei >> mm ),UPA is a good approximation. Second, for the incident

neutron energies close to the resonance peak, the validity condition of the UPA is strongly
dependent on the scattering angle and is mostly determined by the natural width of the resonance.
At high neutron energies, where resonance widths are larger, UPA can be considered as a good
approximation in all energy range near the resonance peak.

III. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a formalism that allows one to take into account
crystalline binding in inelastic resonant scattering of neutrons. The Uncoupled Phonons
Approximation has been developed on the basis of the earlier work of Tramme112 on the elastic
scattering of neutrons. This formalism enables one to readily perform calculations of transfer
cross section for heavy isotopes in the resonance domain and, consequently, to show the basic
difference between commonly used static model and more realistic description of the resonant
scattering of neutrons. Future work will be dedicated to the application of that formalism to
calculation of the transfer cross sections in the harmonic crystal model.
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